REINFORCEMENT IN PRESENT FINANCIAL PROJECTS BY CLERYSYS FOR WORLD
BANK
The World Bank is a vital source of financial and technical assistance to developing countries around the world.
Their mission is to fight poverty with passion and professionalism for lasting results and to help people help
themselves and their environment by providing resources, sharing knowledge, building capacity and forging
partnerships in the public and private sectors.
Clerysys has been entrusted the task to provide advanced expertise and training to assist the client with the current
ongoing Oracle Financials project.
CTPS Project:CTPS application is (intranet) web-based financial system, handling payments and receipts for the entities within the
World Bank. These transactions originate out of requests such as loan disbursements, loan pay-off, administrationrelated expenses, etc. The payments and receipts for the system use bank accounts maintained by World Bank, in
banks throughout the world.
CTR&MTM Reports Development Project:Financial Instruments Department (CTRFD) borrowings reports for Amortized Cost (AC) and Mark-to-Market
(MTM) accounting and Lending Rate (LR) to determine, rectify and modernize reporting and analytic deficiencies;
to enhance efficiency, controls, and analytic review; and to create a reporting database to allow the business users to
query and investigate accounting information.

Responsibilities:
 Responsible for the design, development, coding, debug and maintenance of CTPS(Cash
Transaction Processing System) application as per technical specifications.
 Develop and Customize CTR & MTM Reports using Business Objects(Crystal Reports and
Business View Manager)and Oracle Forms as per the client requirement.
 Write stored procedures, Functions, Packages and data base objects.
 Involved in development of Release Notes and Test cases for Crystal Reports and Forms for new
development.
 Write Unix Shell scripts to automate database operation and database monitoring.
 Data Conversion and data loading using various tools such as Import/Export.
 Involved in the testing of programs to meet user requirements and systems development
standards. Direct corrective action where necessary
 Perform root cause analysis and prepare incident reports for stakeholders on a weekly basis.
 SQL*Loader and Oracle External tables.

